VICROADS CLUB PERMIT (LOG BOOK) SCHEME
AGREEMENT WITH GIPPSLAND VEHICLE COLLECTION (GVC):
1.

I understand that the invitation to enjoy the benefits of the CPS, offered by GVC, is a privilege and
not a right.

2.

I declare the vehicle detailed below is an eligible vehicle under the Vic roads scheme, having been
manufactured more than 25 years prior to the date of application and has not been modified beyond
the parameters directed by Vehicle Standards Instruction 33 (VSI - 33).
I, being the owner of the vehicle, also declare that after receipt of the CPS permit issued by GVC,
will not modify the vehicle contrary to the same instruction (VSI – 33), without providing written
advise to GVC - Red Plate Secretary, identifying the modification and providing the appropriate
evidence (photographs) and certification/s to qualify the vehicle under a given CPS category.
(Therefore, Historic, Street Rod, Modified, etc)
I understand that if I fail to inform GVC of any modifications that fall into the above criteria, that
membership with GVC and subsequent CPS Permit can be cancelled and Vic Roads will require the
immediate cancellation of the vehicle’s registration.

Name …………………………………..

Signed ………………………………

Vehicle Owner to sign:
3.

I accept that it is a requirement of Vic Roads to present my vehicle, as a part of the initial registration
process, to an approved GVC staff member to obtain photographic records and that GVC will hold
these records whilst the vehicle is club permitted under the auspice of this club. Alternatively, that
the owner provides photographs of the vehicle for GVC records as required by Vic Roads.
(Therefore, a photograph of front, rear and both side views, engine bay and VIN numbers where
applicable & driving compartment/dash.)

Office use only:
Photographs received / recorded
4.

Date ……………………..

Signed …………………….

After receipt of the initial permit number of the vehicle, I will notify GVC in writing / email, of the
Club Permit number plate allocated to the vehicle by Vic roads, and its expiry date.

Office use only:

Vehicle Reg / Permit Number

…………………………………………..

5.

I accept full responsibility for maintaining the vehicle in a roadworthy condition whilst permitted
through GVC.

6.

I will notify GVC in writing, if I sell or dispose of the vehicle in any way, or no longer wish to keep
the vehicle on Club Plates.

7.

I will notify GVC in writing, should there be any change to the details submitted to Vic roads (e.g.
change of ownership, engine number or address etc.)

8.

I will maintain financial membership of GVC and agree to pay a CPS administration fee, required
each year, for each vehicle I have ‘Club Permitted’ through GVC.
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9.

I will attend / participate in at least one (1) GVC club event per year and am willing to consider
providing practical, volunteer support to the club if and when the need may arise. I understand that
if I fail to attend at least one club event each year I may not be invited to renew my club membership,
and subsequent CPS renewal, for the following year.

10.

I will carry the Logbook with the vehicle at all times & fill it in according to Vic roads requirements.

11.

I will not use a GVC permitted vehicle for any commercial purpose.

12.

I accept that GVC is under no obligation to sign a permit renewal application if, in GVC’s opinion,
any of the permit conditions have not been adhered to.

Please note that your club permit with GVC is conditional upon the above circumstances.

* Signature: …………………………………………………

GVC Member No. ……………………….

Vehicle Owner to sign:
Please mail a signed copy of this completed form, including CPS Application Fee to:
Gippsland Vehicle Collection, P.O. Box 806, Maffra, Vic., 3860

OWNER and VEHICLE DETAILS
Name: ....................................................................
Address:...........................................................................................................................................................
Contact phone number: ....................................

Email address: ………………………………………

Vehicle Make: ................................................

Model: ……………………………………………….

Year of manufacture: ............................

Body type: ...................................................................

Engine Number:.................................................

VIN/Chassis number: ………......................................

Club permit number (advise when known) .................................
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